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Set Your Sail

with Perception Coaching

Attitudes,
with talent in
mind.
Your natural talents are seen
in the things on which you
spend time thinking.
Consider the list to the right.
Which areas include your
concerns, hopes, and
thoughts?
How do your talents
relate to what is often on
your mind?
How do different parts of
your life align with your
thoughts and talents?
*Are you or do you know someone in medical,
education, or social work fields? Email
Haley@PerceptionCoaching.net to schedule
your group's introduction to CliftonStrengths®

perceptioncoaching.org
218.464.5114

PERCEPTION
COACHING
Shifting Perception

Your best path to
growth includes
leaning into your
strengths!

What is your
goal? Aim your
strengths there for
success!

Your Talent
Attitude!
What is your most
recent success and
how did your talents
contribute?

Go beyond using talent to
understand each other support yourself and others
to use strengths everyday.
Our unique resources
provide a tactical advantage
for your everyday efforts!
If you are working to be a
talent focused organization,
contact Perception Coaching
for your next level of
strengths work!

1. everyone has extraordinary talents
2. everyone is doing their best
perceptioncoaching.org

GALLUP AT
WORK SUMMIT
Professional development is
more than learning- it should
support ongoing success!
CliftonStrengths® for Managers
CliftonStrengths® for Sales.

LE

MP
SA

MP

Using these and other tools
we like to help individuals
and teams
gain insight and boost
well-being and
productivity
align actions, processes,
and competencies

SA

LE

We enjoyed several
sessions on Gallup's
® two role reports!

We support your
organization's efforts!
perceptioncoaching.org

GALLUP AT
WORK SUMMIT
Making professional
development more than an
event- use it to grow!

LE
SA

What kind of
question will
produce an
actionable
response?

Asking Level 4 Questions
CliftonStrengths® for Sales.
CliftonStrengths® and Resilience

MP

I enjoyed several
sessions on Gallup's ®
coaching strategies!

We help clients
realize their talents
and apply them
intentionally!

People who get the
chance to do what they
do best are 57% less
likely to experience
frequent burnout

We support your
organization's efforts!
perceptioncoaching.org

